Best Criminal Lawyer in Cambridge
Best Criminal Lawyer in Cambridge - Our Mergers and Acquisitions Group comprises multi-jurisdictional and multi-disciplinary
lawyers offering expert recommendation about all types of M&A transactions, from start to post-closing integration. Our lawyers
have the practical experience and knowledge needed to deal with the complicated area of mergers and acquisitions from our
offices all over the nation. Our professionals have understanding of essential industry sectors - Automotive, E-commerce, Mining,
Oil and Gas, Clean Tech, Telecommunications, Technology, Manufacturing, Financial and banking Services, Real Estate,
Transportation, Insurance, and Hospitality - as well as expertise in national and international M&A transactions. Our M&A
members maintain strong relationships together with regulators and have in-depth understanding of the regulatory and legislative
realm.
Our M&A clients comprise a diverse range of major domestic and international corporations as well as controlling shareholders,
emerging companies, entrepreneurs, governmental entities, privately held companies, financial institutions, public companies,
private equity firms, boards of directors and special committees, and management buy-out groups.
To start any work, our M&A group starts with gaining knowledge of our client's business goals and needs. Before whichever
negotiating, restructuring, structuring, and completing the transaction, we must expertly identify and allocate any risks. Our
strategic and focused method applies to deals of whatever size and complexity. We handle each situation with dedication to
excellence. Our aim is to successfully devise innovative deals and taxation structures that would exceed and meet client
expectations.
Specialized experience of the varied and complex regulatory and legal environment around M&A transactions is important to the
success of whatever endeavour. That is why our M&A Group works closely along with our firm's professionals in
competition/antitrust law, foreign investment review, tax, employment and labour, pensions and benefits, financing, environmental,
intellectual property, real estate, business immigrations, government relations and international trade and customs. When needed,
we provide extensive insolvency and restructuring skills to resolve challenges faced by distressed targets. If hostile situations
associated to securities litigation matters or regulatory hearings occur, clients can rely on our company's knowledgeable litigation
team.
By way of take-over bids, and amalgamations and plans of arrangement, we conduct privately negotiated purchases of shares or
assets, public company mergers and acquisitions. From the first stages of a transaction throughout to post-closing issues, our
Private M&A and Public M&A lawyers offer our clientele with benefits with strategic and comprehensive suggestion. Our aim is to
be able to offer solutions-driven transactional services in an innovative and affordable way so as to accomplish your business
objectives.

